This paper contains two principal results. The first proves that any graph G can be given a balanced proper edge coloring by k colors for any kXw 0 ðGÞ: Here balanced means that the number of vertices incident with any set of d colors is essentially fixed for each d; that is, for two different d-sets of colors the number of vertices incident with each of them can differ by at most 2. The second result gives upper bounds for the vertex-distinguishing edge chromatic number of graphs G with few vertices of low degree. In particular, it proves a conjecture of Burris and Schelp in the case when DðGÞX ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2jV ðGÞj p þ 4 and dðGÞX5: r
Introduction
Let G be a simple graph. For dX0 write V d for the set of vertices in G of degree d and n d ¼ jV d j for the number of these vertices. Let w 0 ðGÞ be the minimum number of colors required in a proper edge-coloring of G: By Vizing's Theorem, DðGÞpw 0 ðGÞpDðGÞ þ 1: If we have such a proper coloring with colors f1; y; kg and v is a vertex of G; denote by SðvÞ the set of colors used to color the edges incident with v: For any subset SDf1; y; kg; write V S ¼ fv : SðvÞ ¼ Sg for the set of vertices for which SðvÞ ¼ S and n S ¼ jV S j for the number of these vertices.
A proper edge coloring of a graph is said to be vertex-distinguishing if each pair of vertices is incident with a different set of colors. In other words, if n S p1 for all SDf1; y; kg: A vertex-distinguishing proper edge coloring will also be called a strong coloring. A graph has a strong coloring if and only if it has no more than one isolated vertex and no isolated edges. Such a graph will be referred to as a vdecgraph. The minimum number of colors required for a strong coloring of a vdecgraph G will be denoted w 0 s ðGÞ: The concept of vertex-distinguishing colorings has been considered in several papers (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ). In [6] Burris and Schelp made the following conjectures: Recently, Bazgan et al. [4] have proved Conjecture 1 and Balister et al. [3] have proved Conjecture 2 when G is a union of cycles or a union of paths.
This paper contains two principal results. The first extends the ideas in a coloring lemma that appears in [4] to prove that any graph G can be given a balanced proper edge coloring by k colors for any kXw 0 ðGÞ (Theorem 1). Balanced colorings are those proper edge colorings of a graph by k colors where jn S À n S 0 jp2 for all subsets S; S 0 of colors for which jSj ¼ jS 0 j: R. Gould, M. Karonski and F. Pfender informed us that they also proved Theorem 1 in the case of d-regular graphs on n vertices when the number k of colors satisfies the inequality ð k d ÞXn: In this case the conclusion is equivalent to n S p2 for all S:
The second principal result (Theorem 10) gives good upper bounds on w Þ is odd (for example if k is a power of 2 and d is arbitrary). For these, the graph will need at least k þ 1 colors. The same examples also show that the statement jn S À n S 0 jp2 is best possible. Indeed, in any k-coloring some d-tuple will appear at least twice, so some other d-tuple will not appear at all.
A similar parity argument shows that there are many graphs G for which w 0 s ðGÞ ¼ jV ðGÞj þ 1 in Conjecture 1. Take k ¼ n to be even and G to be K n with r edges removed where ron=6: Every vertex in V nÀ1 must miss a distinct color, so there are n nÀ1 colors which are used on at most n=2 À 1 edges each. The other colors may be used on at most n=2 edges. Hence jEðGÞjpn 2 =2 À n nÀ1 : However n À n nÀ1 p2r; so jEðGÞjpð n 2 Þ À n=2 þ 2r: But jEðGÞj ¼ ð n 2 Þ À r; so rXn=2 À 2r contradicting our assumption that ron=6:
Optimal edge colorings
Define an optimal k-coloring of G to be a proper edge coloring of G with k colors with minimal value of P S n 2 S : Optimal colorings clearly exist whenever kXw 0 ðGÞ:
S amounts to reducing the ''variance'' of n S : In particular, if two values of n S are brought closer together (keeping their sum fixed), then P n 2 S decreases. We will prove that every optimal coloring is balanced.
Theorem 1.
In any optimal k-coloring of G; jn S À n S 0 jp2 for all S; S 0 Df1; y; kg with jSj ¼ jS 0 j:
then Theorem 1 implies that in any optimal k-coloring and for any S with jSj ¼ d we have t
For S À DS þ Df1; y; kg; define ½S À ; S þ ¼ fS : S À DSDS þ g: As a special case, if a; bAf1; y; kg define ½a; % b ¼ ½fag; f1; y; kg\fbg to be the subsets of f1; y; kg containing a but not b: We shall also write ½aBb ¼ ½a; % b,½b; % a for the collection of sets containing precisely one of a and b: Define an involution i ab on subsets of f1; y; kg by interchanging the colors a and b:
If T is a collection of subsets of f1; y; kg; write T d for the sets in T of size d: Also write V T ¼ S SAT V S and n T ¼ P SAT n S for the set of and number of vertices with SðvÞAT; respectively.
Assume we have a proper edge-coloring of G and let a; bAf1; y; kg: An ða; bÞ-Kempe path is a maximal path in G consisting only of edges colored with either a or b: The endvertices of an ða; bÞ-Kempe path lie in V ½aBb and we can define a perfect matching K on V ½aBb by setting uvAEðKÞ whenever there exists an ða; bÞ-Kempe path with endvertices u and v:
We now make the following key observation. If uvAEðKÞ then we can swap the colors a and b along the Kempe path between u and v: The result will be a new proper coloring with the same color sets SðwÞ for all wau; v: The only color sets to change are SðuÞ and SðvÞ which both change by swapping the colors a and b: In other words SðuÞ and SðvÞ will be changed to i ab SðuÞ and i ab SðvÞ; respectively.
Let G k be the graph with vertex set equal to the set of all subsets S of f1; y; kg: The edges of G k consist of all pairs SS 0 with jSj ¼ jS 0 j and S and S 0 differing by the change of one color. In other words, SS 0 AEðG k Þ iff S 0 aS and S 0 ¼ i ab S for some a and b: The graph G k is the vertex-disjoint union of the connected subgraphs G k;d consisting of the subsets of size d: If jSj ¼ jS 0 j; write dðS; S 0 Þ for the distance between S and S 0 in G k : We shall often consider ½S À ; S þ to be an induced subgraph of G k : It is worth noting that ½S À ; S þ is isomorphic to G r and ½S À ; S þ d is isomorphic to G r;s where r ¼ jS þ j À jS À j and s ¼ d À jS À j: In particular, ½S À ; S þ d is connected (if nonempty).
Imagine the vertices of G k as the squares on a board and the vertices v of G as ''pieces'' placed on the squares SðvÞ of this board. The edges of G k are the valid ''moves'' we can make in a game based on interchanging colors in Kempe paths. If we move a piece u from S to i ab S; then our ''opponent'' moves a piece v from S 0 to i ab S 0 ; where S ¼ SðuÞ; S 0 ¼ SðvÞ and u and v are the endpoints of an ða; bÞ-Kempe path. We will generally regard the pieces on the board as being indistinguishable, and will not concern ourselves if two pieces are swapped.
Lemma 2. Assume we have an optimal k-coloring of G and SA½aBb: Then we can change the coloring by interchanging a and b on some edges so that we get a new optimal coloring in which the values of n S and n i ab S are interchanged. Also every other n S 0 remains the same, except in the case when n S and n i ab S differ by one, in which case exactly one other pair n S 0 and n i ab S 0 (differing by one) is interchanged. Also, we can make each pair fS; i ab Sg lead to a different pair fS 0 ; i ab S 0 g: It is not possible for n S and n i ab S to differ by more than two.
Proof. Construct a partial matching J on V ½aBb as follows. For each SA½aBb arbitrarily match as many vertices in V S with those of V i ab S as possible. The partial matching J will just be the union of all these partial matchings. Note that if u is unmatched by J then n SðuÞ 4n i ab SðuÞ : As above we define the matching K so that uvAEðKÞ when u and v are endvertices of an ða; bÞ-Kempe path.
In terms of the board game, J and K determine the strategy used by us and our opponent respectively. If we move a piece u then our opponent moves v with uvAEðKÞ: If our opponent moves v then we move w where vwAEðJÞ: We stop when we hit an unmatched vertex. Every move by our opponent corresponds to interchanging the coloring along some ða; bÞ-Kempe path. We now consider the effect of all these moves.
The union J,K is a multigraph on V ðGÞ with maximum degree two. Start with a vertex v 0 AV ½aBb which is not in the partial matching J (and hence is of degree one in J,K). For each iX0; change the coloring of the Kempe path from v 2i to v 2iþ1 as above where v 2iþ1 is defined so that v 2i v 2iþ1 AEðKÞ: If v 2iþ1 occurs in the matching J define v 2iþ2 so that v 2iþ1 v 2iþ2 AEðJÞ then repeat this process with i replaced with i þ 1: Since J,K is a union of paths and cycles (and double edges) and we started at a degree one vertex, we must terminate at a vertex v r av 0 which is not in the partial matching J:
Now consider the change in n S for each S: It is clear that whenever we change the coloring along the Kempe path with endvertices v 2i ; v 2iþ1 ; we change Sðv 2i Þ and Sðv 2iþ1 Þ to i ab Sðv 2i Þ and i ab Sðv 2iþ1 Þ; respectively. However, Sðv 2iþ1 Þ ¼ i ab Sðv 2iþ2 Þ; so the only n S to change are n Sðv 0 Þ ; n Sðv r Þ ; n i ab Sðv 0 Þ and n i ab Sðv r Þ : Since distinct starting points of paths lead to distinct endpoints of paths in J,K; each v 0 corresponds to a distinct v r ; (although the correspondence between v 0 and v r depends on our choice of J). It is worth noting that this process is symmetric in v 0 and v r ; if we had started with v r we would have ended with v 0 :
Now assume the coloring is optimal. If n S ¼ n i ab S then there is nothing to prove, so assume n S 4n i ab S : Since n S 4n i ab S ; there must be a vertex v 0 with Sðv 0 Þ ¼ S and v 0 not in the partial matching J: Applying the algorithm above gives us a change of coloring which changes only n S ; n S 0 ; n i ab S and n i ab S 0 where S 0 ¼ Sðv r Þ and n S 0 4n i ab S 0 (since v r is not in the partial matching J). In particular Sai ab S 0 : Assume first that SaS 0 : Then n S and n S 0 decrease by one and n i ab S and n i ab S 0 increase by one. If either n S Xn i ab S þ 2 or n S 0 Xn i ab S 0 þ 2 then P n 2 S is reduced, contradicting optimality. Hence n S ¼ n i ab S þ 1 and n S 0 ¼ n i ab S 0 þ 1 and both pairs are interchanged. Different pairs fS; i ab Sg give different pairs fS 0 ; i ab S 0 g since only one vertex in V S or V S 0 is unmatched by J: Note also that the new coloring is still optimal since it has the same value of P n 2 S : Now assume S ¼ S 0 ; so that n S is decreased by two and n i ab S is increased by two. Hence there are two vertices in V S unmatched by J and so n S Xn i ab S þ 2: If n S 4n i ab S þ 2 then P n 2 S is decreased contradicting optimality, otherwise n S ¼ n i ab S þ 2 and the two values n S and n i ab S are interchanged. All other n S are unaffected. Once again, the coloring remains optimal. & Note that the pairing fS; i ab Sg to fS 0 ; i ab S 0 g in Lemma 2 depends on the choice of J: However, for any fixed choice of J we get a matching on the set of all pairs fS; i ab Sg with jn S À n i ab S j ¼ 1:
From now on we shall simplify the game analogy by assuming all the intermediate moves in Lemma 2 are taken for granted. The moves of the game now correspond to swapping n S and n i ab S with our opponent only allowed to move if jn S À n i ab S j ¼ 1: In this case he swaps some other pair n S 0 and n i ab S 0 with jn S 0 À n i ab S 0 j ¼ 1:
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose the theorem is false. Among all optimal k-colorings and sets S 1 ; S 2 with jS 1 j ¼ jS 2 j; n S 1 Xn S 2 þ 3; pick an optimal coloring and sets S 1 ; S 2 with S 1 and S 2 as close as possible in
jSDS 0 j; so if SaS 1 ; S 2 then the distances dðS; S 1 Þ and dðS; S 2 Þ are strictly less than dðS 1 ; S 2 Þ: Hence by minimality of dðS 1 ; S 2 Þ we have n S 1 4n S 4n S 2 : Assume aAS 1 ; aeS 2 : Using Lemma 2 we can swap n S 1 with any neighboring n S ; that is any n S with S 1 SAEðG k Þ: If SA½S À ,fag; S þ d then S is closer to S 2 than S 1 ; so by minimality of dðS 1 ; S 2 Þ; n S 2 must also be swapped with the neighboring
For any SA½S À ,fag; S þ d with SaS 1 ; we can move n S 1 along a path between them in ½S À ,fag; S þ d (which is a connected subgraph of G k ) and eventually swap n S 1 with n S : Since our opponent is always making moves in S; S þ \fag d ; n S is unaffected by any of these moves. However swapping n S 1 with n S must also cause our opponent to move S 2 ; so jn S À n S 1 j ¼ 1 by Lemma 2. Since any SaS 2 is in ½S À ,fag; S þ d for some a; this argument applies for all SaS 1 ; S 2 : A similar argument shows that jn S À n S 2 j ¼ 1 for any SaS 1 ; S 2 : Hence no such S exists and ½S À ; S þ d ¼ fS 1 ; S 2 g: In this case S 1 and S 2 are neighbors in G k and jn S 1 À n S 2 j42; contradicting Lemma 2. &
Distinguishing vertices
Our aim is to produce vertex-distinguishing colorings of arbitrary graphs. Our strategy will be to color G so that it is almost vertex-distinguishing, in that each color set that occurs more than once contains certain specified colors. We then recolor the edges of G colored with these, using one or two additional colors so as to ensure all vertices are distinguished. We now prove some technical results needed to do this recoloring. In this section G will correspond to the subgraph of edges colored with the two or three specified colors, and the matching or equivalence relation will define the sets of vertices not distinguished by the remaining colors in our original graph. We color each cycle in turn. Suppose we have already colored some cycles and the next cycle to be colored is v 1 yv r : Let u i be the vertex matched by M to v i (when it exists). We will call v i restricted if u i exists and both edges adjacent to u i have already been colored. Otherwise call v i unrestricted.
Assume first that v 1 is not matched to another vertex in the cycle v 1 yv r : If v 1 or v r is unrestricted or if Sðu 1 ÞaSðu r Þ then we shall color the cycle as follows. Pick some color a in Sðu r Þ (f1; 2; 3g if v r unrestricted) but not in Sðu 1 Þ (| if v 1 unrestricted). If v 1 and v r are both restricted then by assumption Sðu 1 ÞaSðu 2 Þ and jSðu 1 Þj ¼ jSðu 2 Þj ¼ 2 so such a color exists. Color v 1 v 2 with a: This will guarantee Sðv 1 ÞaSðu 1 Þ in any final coloring if v 1 is restricted. Now color each edge around the cycle in turn so that the coloring is proper and Sðv i ÞaSðu i Þ when v i is restricted. At each stage, two of the three colors will make the coloring proper and we need to avoid at most one of these to ensure Sðv i ÞaSðu i Þ: It is possible that u r may be on the current cycle (u r ¼ v i for some i). If this happens, make sure that the edge v i v iþ1 is colored so that aASðv i Þ: This is possible since v i ¼ u r is unrestricted when we color v i v iþ1 and so we can color v i v iþ1 with a when v iÀ1 v i is not colored with a: Now assume we have colored all the edges except the last one v r v 1 : If v r is restricted then aASðu r Þ: Color v r v 1 with any color not equal to a; distinct from the color of v rÀ1 v r ; and so that Sðv r ÞaSðu r Þ: Since aASðu r Þ; one of these last two conditions is redundant and so such a color always exists. We now have a suitable coloring of the whole cycle.
If v r is restricted and Sðu 1 Þ ¼ Sðu r Þ then v r is also not matched to another vertex in the cycle v 1 yv r : Hence if the above argument does not apply for any vertex of the cycle then either all the vertices are matched to other vertices on the same cycle, or all the v i are restricted and all the Sðu i Þ are the same, say Sðu i Þ ¼ fa; bg: In the second case there are no unmatched vertices in the cycle, so the cycle length is even and we can color the edges of the cycle alternately a and c where caa; b:
Now we may assume all the vertices v i are matched by M with other vertices on the same cycle. Let l40 be the minimum value such that v i v iþl AEðMÞ for some i (where we consider i þ l as defined mod r). Assume first that lor=2: Not every v i can be matched with v iþl since then v l would be matched to both v 0 ¼ v r and v 2l av r : By cyclically permuting the numbering, we can assume v 1 v 1þl AEðMÞ but v r v l eEðMÞ: Since v r must be matched to some v s we must have v r v s AEðMÞ and s4l þ 1 by minimality of l:
Color v 1 v 2 with color 1, and proceed to color each edge in turn as before. By minimality of l; all the v i with 1pipl are matched with v j with j4l and hence are unrestricted when we color v i v iþ1 : Since l41 we can color the edges v 2 v 3 ; y; v l v lþ1 so that v l v lþ1 is colored with color 2. Now color v lþ1 v lþ2 with color 3 (so 1eSðv lþ1 Þ). Now proceed with the remaining edges as before. When we reach u r ¼ v s ; color v s v sþ1 so that 1ASðu r Þ (possible since v s is unrestricted). Continue until we have colored every edge except v r v 1 : As before, we can color v r v 1 with a color other than 1 since 1ASðu r Þ: Also Sðu 1 ÞaSðv 1 Þ since 1eSðv lþ1 Þ; 1ASðv 1 Þ; so we are done.
Finally, if each v i is matched to v iþl and l ¼ r=2; then we assume ra6: If r 0 mod 4; color the edges 1; 2; 1; 2; 1; y; 2 for the first half of the cycle from v 1 to v lþ1 and then 1; 3; 1; 3; 1; y; 3 for the other half going from v lþ1 to v 1 : If r 2 mod 4 and rX10; color them 1; 2; 3; 1; 2; 1; 2; 1; y; 2 for the first half of the cycle and then 1; 3; 1; 2; 3; 1; 3; 1; y; 3 for the other half. & Corollary 4. Assume G has a proper edge coloring with two colors. Assume also that B is an equivalence relation on V ðGÞ such that uBv and SðuÞ ¼ SðvÞ implies jSðuÞj ¼ 2 and no equivalence class of B has more than two elements of degree 2. Then there exists a proper 4-coloring with SðuÞaSðvÞ for all uBv: Also, if G does not contain a 6-cycle in which uBv for all diagonal pairs, then three colors are sufficient.
Proof. Since G has a proper 2-coloring, DðGÞp2 and G is a union of paths and even cycles. Without loss of generality, we can assume uBv implies that u and v have the same degree and that if this degree is one then u and v are not endvertices of the same path of length 2 (otherwise SðuÞaSðvÞ can choose this color arbitrarily, we can avoid the four special cases above. Let U ¼ ð S h UðhÞÞ\ð S h V ðhÞÞ be the set of all vertices adjacent to bad hexagons but which are not in any bad hexagon themselves. Since 4ASðuÞ for all uAU; the restriction of B to U is a partial matching (no three subsets of f1; 2; 4g containing 4 have the same size).
Define the subgraph G 0 of G by removing the edges EðhÞ of all the bad hexagons from G and define the relation B 0 by removing all B-equivalences on the vertices V ðhÞ of all the bad hexagons. Now the vAV ðhÞ are all unmatched vertices of degree 1. If we also remove all the edges colored 4, the resulting graph G 00 and relation B 0 satisfy the conditions of Corollary 4 with no bad hexagons. Hence G 00 can be recolored with f1; 2; 3g so that uB 0 v implies SðuÞaSðvÞ in G 00 : If we add back the edges colored with 4 we get a proper 4-coloring of G 0 in which uB 0 v implies SðuÞ\f4gaSðvÞ\f4g and hence SðuÞaSðvÞ: This however is not the only such 4-coloring on G 0 : For each vertex uAU; let e u ¼ vu be the (unique) edge joining u to a bad hexagon. This edge is colored 4 in the above coloring of G 0 : We shall show that we can recolor it with some other color so that G 0 is still properly colored and uB 0 u 0 still implies SðuÞaSðu 0 Þ: If u has degree 1, then it is B 0 -related to at most two other vertices in G 0 : Hence there is a color k u a4 which can be used to color e u so that the SðuÞaSðu 0 Þ when uB 0 u 0 : The other endvertex of e u is an unmatched vertex of degree 1, so imposes no restriction on the coloring of e u : Similarly, if the degree of u in G 0 is 2 then it is related to at most one vertex v with 4eSðvÞ: This is because in the original coloring of G there is only one subset of f1; 2; 4g of size two not containing 4. We can therefore recolor e u with some color k u Af1; 2; 3g so that SðuÞaSðu 0 Þ when uB 0 u 0 and the coloring is still proper at u: Finally, if u is of degree 3, then it is B 0 -related to at most one other vertex u 0 : In the original coloring Sðu 0 Þ ¼ f1; 2; 4g so 4ASðu 0 Þ in the G 0 coloring. Hence we can recolor e u with k u Af1; 2; 3g\SðuÞ so that the coloring is still proper and SðuÞaSðu 0 Þ:
Given any subset U 0 DU of vertices of U which does not contain any pair of B 0 -related elements, we can recolor all the edges e u ; uAU 0 with k u simultaneously. As long as we do not recolor both e u and e u 0 when uB 0 u 0 then the argument above still holds and we have a proper 4-coloring of G 0 in which uB 0 v implies SðuÞaSðvÞ for all u and v:
Now consider the bad hexagons. Construct a multigraph H with loops as follows. The vertices of H will be obtained from ð S h V ðhÞÞ,U by identifying pairs of opposite vertices in the bad hexagons. The edges of H will be the edges v Eventually, all the paths will be colored in such a way that if u; u 0 AU and uB 0 u 0 then at least one of SðuÞ or Sðu 0 Þ will be f4g: Now give every cycle and double edge an arbitrary proper coloring. The loops will remain uncolored for now.
Putting the colorings of G 0 and H together, we get a coloring on all the edges of G except the edges of the bad hexagons and any diagonal edges of these hexagons (the loops in H). We can match up the colorings on the edges e u since they are colored either 4 or k u in H and either color is acceptable in G 0 : If e u 0 is another such edge and uBu 0 then uB 0 u 0 and so at least one of these edges is colored 4 in H: We therefore have a partial coloring of G with SðuÞaSðvÞ whenever uBv and u and v are not in bad hexagons.
It remains to color the bad hexagons themselves. If h is a bad hexagon then h corresponds to three vertices of H: If h has r diagonal edges in G; 0prp3; then r of the vertices in h are isolated loops and the remaining 3 À r have two edges colored with distinct colors incident with them. In terms of G; this means that the pairs of opposite vertices in the bad hexagon that are not joined by a single edge have one edge incident with each vertex of the pair which is already colored, and these colors are distinct. By Lemma 5 we can complete the coloring of h and any diagonal edges so that opposite vertices see distinct color sets. We have now colored the whole of G as required. &
Vertex-distinguishing colorings
Assume kXw 0 ðGÞ and n d pð
We can apply Theorem 1 to get a coloring in which each color set is used at most twice (n S p2 for all SDf1; y; kg). Such a coloring will be called semi-vertex-distinguishing. We aim to use each color set at most once. We say a vertex v of G is bad if n SðvÞ ¼ 2: An optimal k-coloring is now just a semi-vertex-distinguishing coloring of G with k colors and minimal number of bad vertices.
Considering G k as a board and the vertices vAV ðGÞ as pieces, the bad vertices are just the pieces that occur in piles of height two on some square (2-piles). The good vertices are those pieces that occur in 1-piles.
Our strategy is to move the 2-piles around so that they all end up on squares S that contain some specified colors. Write ½a; À ¼ ½fag; f1; y; kg and ½À; % a ¼ ½|; f1; y; kg\fag for the sets that contain a and do not contain a; respectively. By Lemma 2 we can swap any pair of neighboring piles. If we push a 2-pile onto an empty square (0-pile), no other piles will move. However, if we swap a 2-pile with a 1-pile or move a 1-pile onto an empty square, then our opponent will swap some other piles as well. It is therefore important that when we move a 2-pile from ½À; % a to SA½a; À that this square S was previously empty, otherwise some other 2-pile may move from ½a; À back to ½À; % a: The following lemma shows that if we have enough 0-piles in ½a; À then we can move 0-piles in ½a; À so that some are adjacent to any given 2-pile in ½À; % a: We can then move this 2-pile into ½a; À: Repeating this process for each 2-pile in turn allows us to move all the 2-piles into ½a; À: We actually prove a ''relative'' version that works in ½S À ; S þ rather than just G k since we shall need this to move the 2-piles onto squares that contain several specified colors.
Let o T ; g T and b T be the number of sets SAT with n S ¼ 0; 1 and 2, respectively.
Define an Srecoloring of an optimal coloring of G to be any optimal coloring of G obtained by a sequence of applications of Lemma 2 with a; bAS (so that only colors in S are changed). If T is i ab -invariant for all a; bAS (for example if T ¼ ½S À ; S þ d with SDS þ \S À ) then the quantities o T ; g T and b T are the same in any S-recoloring.
Þ À 1 then we can find an ðS þ \ðS À ,fagÞÞ-recoloring such that n S 0 ¼ 2 and n S ¼ 0 for some SA½S À ,fag; S þ with dðS; S 0 Þ ¼ 1: 
Among all ðS þ \S À \fagÞ-recolorings with n S 0 ¼ 2; choose those with maximal o 1 ; and among these, choose the ones with maximal o 2 ; and so on. If o 1 40 then we are done, so assume o 1 ¼ 0: If S 0 ¼ i bc S for some b; cAS þ \S À \fag; call S 0 an improvement of S if dðS 0 ; S 0 ÞodðS; S 0 Þ and call S 0 a worsening of S if dðS 0 ; S 0 Þ4dðS; S 0 Þ: Now assume SAO j ; jX2 and S 0 ¼ i bc S is an improvement of S: If n S 0 ¼ 2 we could move the 2-pile on S 0 to S by Lemma 2 and get a better coloring, hence n S 0 o2: If n S 0 ¼ 1 we can move the 1-pile on S 0 to S by Lemma 2. By the choice of our coloring, we must get a coloring not better than the original one. Hence there exists an ioj and some S 00 AO i such that the recoloring moves a 0-pile (2-pile if i ¼ 0) from S 00 to i bc S 00 ; which is a worsening of S 00 : In this case we say that the improvement S 0 ¼ i bc S of S matches the worsening i bc S 00 of S 00 : If n S 0 ¼ 0 we say the improvement S 0 of S matches the worsening S of S 0 : Hence every improvement of S is matched with some worsening of some S 00 AO i with 0pioj: Moreover, distinct improvements are matched with distinct worsenings.
For every 0piojpd; let x ij denote the number of worsenings in O i matched with improvements in O j : For i40; every SAO i has ði À 1Þi improvements and ðs À iÞðr À s À iÞ worsenings. Moreover, S 0 has sðr À s À 1Þ worsenings. Hence we have:
We shall now find the maximum of P s i¼1 o i under the linear restrictions (2)-(4) assuming only that o j and x ij are non-negative real numbers. Assume we have a solution of (2)- (4) with P o j maximal and assume that x i;jþ1 40 for some i; j with j4i (or j41 if i ¼ 0).
Case 1: For all h4j þ 1; x jþ1;h ¼ 0: Choose e40; increase x ij by ejðj À 1Þ; and reduce x i;jþ1 by ejðj À 1Þ keeping x i;jþ1 non-negative.
Case 2: There exists h4j þ 1 with x jþ1;h 40: Choose e40; increase x ij by ejðj À 1Þ; increase x jh by eðs À jÞðr À s À jÞ; reduce x i;jþ1 by ejðj À 1Þ; and reduce x jþ1;h by eðs À jÞðr À s À jÞ keeping all of these non-negative.
To make (2) hold, o j must increase by e and o jþ1 must reduce by jÀ1 jþ1 e: Eq. (4) is unaffected, so it remains to check (3). These are unaltered except when i is replaced by j and j þ 1: For j both sides are increased by eðs À jÞðr À s À jÞ in case 2 and the right-hand side only is increased in case 1. For j þ 1 in case 2 the left-hand side is reduced by eðs À jÞðr À s À jÞ and the right-hand side reduces by e jÀ1 jþ1 ðs À j À 1Þðr À s À j À 1Þ which is less. In case 1, the original inequality is strict since the left side is zero and o jþ1 Xx i;jþ1 =jðj þ 1Þ40: Hence for sufficiently small e it remains true. Now (2)-(4) all hold with P o j increased by 2e jþ1 ; contradicting the maximality of P o j : The only non-zero x ij are therefore x 02 and x i;iþ1 for iX2: This implies that the maximum P o j is attained for
By induction we conclude that in this case,
It follows that in any case,
a contradiction to (1) . & Lemma 8. Given an optimal k-coloring of G; sets S À DS þ and cAS þ \S À ; we can find an ðS þ \S À Þ-recoloring such that for all d;
Also, for any single value d 0 we can also ensure that
Proof. To simplify the notation, write g ½S À ,fag;S þ d : Consider the set of recolorings for which the double sum
d is minimal. Among these consider those with P d g c;d minimal and among these pick one with g c;d 0 minimal. We shall show that this coloring satisfies the conditions of the lemma.
We follow the proof of Lemma 2. Pick a; bAS þ \S À and let K be the matching on V ½aBb which matches the endvertices of ða; bÞ-Kempe paths. Let J be a union of maximal partial matchings between V S and V i ab S for SA½aBb: If SA½aBb and jn S À n i ab S j ¼ 1 then precisely one of n S or n i ab S is equal to 1. Assume n S ¼ 1: There is also precisely one vertex in V fS;i ab Sg which is unmatched by J: We shall call this vertex v S : Note that if n i ab S ¼ 0 then Sðv S Þ ¼ S; however if n i ab S ¼ 2 then 1. If n 0 ; n 1 p1; n 2 ; n 3 ; n k p2; n kÀ1 pk þ 1 and for 4pdpk À 2
then we can find an optimal k-coloring with a; bASðvÞ for every bad vertex v: 2. If n 0 ; n 1 ; n 2 p1; n 3 ; n 4 ; n k p2; n kÀ1 pk þ 1 and for 5pdpk À 2
then we can find an optimal k-coloring with a; b; cASðvÞ for every bad vertex v:
Proof. Let U 0 ¼ ½|; f1; y; kg; U 1 ¼ ½fag; f1; y; kg; U 2 ¼ ½fa; bg; f1; y; kg; and U 3 ¼ ½fa; b; cg; f1; y; kg be the collection of all subsets containing |; fag; fa; bg and fa; b; cg respectively. Since n d pð k d Þ þ 1 in both parts 1 and 2, a semi-vertexdistinguishing k-coloring exists. Use Lemma 8 with S À ¼ |; S þ ¼ f1; y; kg to obtain some optimal k-coloring with few 1-piles in U 1 : We now move all the 2-piles into U 1 : We can do this safely only when we move the pile onto an empty square, otherwise some other 2-pile may move. We therefore need our 2-piles to be adjacent to empty squares in U 1 : Use Lemma 7 with S À ¼ |; S þ ¼ f1; y; kg to move a 0-pile next a 2-pile outside U 1 : Now move this 2-pile inside U 1 using Lemma 2. Repeat with each 2-pile outside U 1 in turn until they all lie in U 1 : We shall be able to move them all inside U 1 provided for all d; This will work provided y þ maxðx À 2; 0Þpk À 2 or y þ maxðx À 3; 0Þpk À 3: Since 2y þ x ¼ n kÀ1 and we can assume yX1 this will hold if n kÀ1 pminðk þ 1; 2k À 3Þ or minðk þ 1; 2k À 5Þ; respectively. These follow from n kÀ1 pk þ 1 when kX4 or kX6; respectively. For smaller k we have already assumed n kÀ1 p2 and used a different argument. & Theorem 10. Assume kXDðGÞ:
1. If n 0 ; n 1 p1; n 2 ; n 3 ; n k p2; n kÀ1 pk þ 1 and for 4pdpk À 2
then we can find a strong coloring of G with at most k þ 2 colors. 2. If n 0 ; n 1 ; n 2 p1; n 3 ; n 4 ; n k p2; n kÀ1 pk þ 1 and for 5pdpk À 2
then we can find a strong coloring of G with at most k þ 1 colors.
Proof. By Vizing's Theorem w 0 ðGÞpDðGÞ þ 1; and by a strengthened version of Vizing's Theorem [11] it is known that if n D p2 then w 0 ðGÞ ¼ DðGÞ: Hence kXw 0 ðGÞ and a proper k-coloring exists. Fix an optimal k-colorings as in Lemma 9. Each bad vertex is incident with edges of both colors in S 0 ¼ fa; bg (or all three colors in S 0 ¼ fa; b; cg). Let Proof. Clearly kXDðGÞ: Apply part 1 of Theorem 10 with k replaced by k þ 1: We need to show that
which reduces to ðd À 2Þkðk À d þ 1Þp2ðd À 3Þdðd À 1Þ and
These both hold when kp2d À 3 and dX4: For do4 the conditions imply n d p1: 
Conclusion
Theorem 1 is likely to hold as well when the given color set S is replaced by a collection T of sets, i.e., jn T À n T 0 jp2 at least when T and T 0 are sets of the form ½S À ; S þ d of the same cardinality and same degree d: Hopefully, the balanced coloring described in Theorem 1 will have other applications.
It is worth noting that in Theorem 10, the bound on n d is close to the best possible obtainable with our method. Indeed, we require n d pð k d Þ to have any chance of getting a strong coloring and we require n d p2ð kÀ2 dÀ2 Þ þ 1 or n d p2ð kÀ3 dÀ3 Þ þ 1 to move all the 2-piles so that they contain the specified colors fa; bg or fa; b; cg: To get closer to Conjecture 2 than this would therefore need new ideas. The extra factors can however be improved by a stronger version of Lemma 7. The best result that we have achieved so far gives factors of the form 1 À Oð 1 dðkÀdÞ Þ: However, these improvements are quite complicated, so we did not include them here.
It has also been noted by Bruce Reed that one can use the Lovasz Local Lemma to improve the bounds on n d for small d: Using this, one can remove the restriction dðGÞX5 in Corollary 12 although the bound on DðGÞ becomes DðGÞXC ffiffi ffi n p for some larger constant C: It remains to be seen if Conjecture 2 in [6] holds for DðGÞo ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2jV ðGÞj p þ 4: In particular, it would be most interesting to know if Conjecture 2 holds for regular graphs of low degree, or even a weakening of this conjecture with ðk þ constantÞ in place of ðk þ 1Þ:
